Optimize Public Services with Location Intelligence

Today we face many challenges, from urbanization to environmental concerns and e-mobility. They determine where people live, work, and how they move. Targomo empowers decision makers to rise to these challenges with Location Intelligence. We help you improve public management and deliver better services for your citizens.

**Visualize Today**
Make sure everyone is covered. Our interactive spatial visualizations show your citizens’ needs and find potential blind spots in your networks.

**Plan the Future**
Our models integrate demographic and socio-economic data to anticipate shifting demands. Identify future developments and respond dynamically.

**Uncover Data Treasures**
Combine unlimited amounts of your own and external geo-referenced data sets. Understand the hidden potentials of your service network.

**Make Better Decisions**
Use big data to your advantage. Make decisions based on evidence and accurate predictions. Share your insights with the public to boost participation and support.

Learn more at [www.targomo.com](http://www.targomo.com)
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- **Digital simulation** of the greater Oslo public transport infrastructure
- **Integration of** sociodemographic, economic, GTFS, and mobile data
- **Fine-grained reachability and mobility analysis** calculate coverage and quality of the Public Transport Network
- **Prediction of network** effects for the safe planning of new stops, changed schedules, and constructions

[Read the full customer story here](http://www.targomo.com)